Footprints
of
time
in the land of a thousand hills
IN KATZELSDORF
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„Miniature figurines of a colossal world“.
Pewter-cast snapshots from all walks of life
and eras - be it historical scenes, everyday
scenes, fairy tales or characters from film and
literature – are waiting to charm you. This special exhibition for
2019 reveals the history and reminiscences of the Bucklige Welt
and the town of Wr. Neustadt. Ulrich von Liechtenstein recounts
historical tales and anecdotes from urban and rural areas.
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„Without Jews.“ The exhibition showcases
Jewish way of life and their cohabitation
with Christian neighbours in the Wechselland
region of the Bucklige Welt with some help
from objects and modern media. However, it
also serves as a reminder of their expulsion
and annihilation.

The minstrel Ulrich von Liechtestein (1200 – 1275) took part in
many magnificent knight tournaments in the course of his life,
and in adventurous voyages. As described in his “Frauendienst”
(knightly code of honour in the Middle Ages), he spent a lot of
time in the area of Gloggnitz, Neunkirchen, Pitten and
Wr. Neustadt with his entourage. Katzelsdorf Castle
was even mentioned in his “Venus Journey of the
knight” in 1227. A repeated journey in 1240, brought
him as a “disguised King Arthur” back to the area in
the vicinity of Wr. Neustadt, where he met Duke
Frederick II.
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FOOTPRINTS OF TIME IN THE LAND
OF A THOUSAND HILLS

“Footprints of time in the land of a thousand
hills.“ This exhibition takes you into a 3500year-old delicate field of balance between
geology and colonisation and narrates fascinating stories from
the eventful past. A subsequent tour to unique cultural sites
flaunts the historical diversity and an earthly paradise to soothe
your eyes.
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Bucklige Welt - Thermengemeinden
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MUSEUM OF CONTEMPORARY HISTORY IN BAD ERLACH

The exciting region of Bucklige Welt – a spa town with thermal
springs, pays great attention to the distinctive historical events
and their tale(s) within their area. Here, you have the unique
opportunity to choose from four different journeys through the
Heart of History in the land of a thousand hills. The minstrel
Ulrich von Liechtenstein is symbolic of these provincial stories to
be experienced from different epochs of this region:
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Bucklige Welt showcases the diversity of the region at the
Lower Austrian Provincial Exhibition 2019 in the category
„Intriguing history of a country“. This is an excellent
opportunity to indulge in the natural spoils of the area and
to get to know the multifaceted terrain. It is also important to
explore the tale(s) of the historical evolution in this land of a
thousand hills.

„Following in the footsteps of the Count of
Chambord.“ - The trail gives historical insight
into the era of the Bourbons in Frohsdorf and
the decades of charitable work by the last
legitimate French King Heinrich V., Count of
Chambord.
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